
Dear Fellow Clinicians,

We are delighted to announce that the Department of Psychiatry has purchased an institutional
fellowship from the BMJ Case Reports (BMJCR). The subscription period is from February 1st, 2023 to
January 31st, 2024. Although the Department of Psychiatry has graciously purchased this fellowship for
its department members – all faculty, staff and students in HPUPM and UPM also benefit from this
membership. This includes the opportunity to submit the cases that we treat in HPUPM.

Owned by The BMJ (originally British Medical Journal), BMJCR is an online resource with a high volume of
peer-reviewed cases in all disciplines. Healthcare professionals and researchers can easily find clinically
important information on common and rare conditions. Therefore, all healthcare professionals are encouraged
to submit their manuscripts to BMJCR for consideration. While rare and novel cases are appreciated,
BMJCR highlights the educational values of the cases.

Prepared manuscripts can be submitted via the user-friendly BMJCRs‘ online submission site. The Word
template of the full case report, images, and global health templates are provided. BMJCR has a strict
policy on confidentiality and patient/caregiver consent forms. Upon submission, authors are required to
select the category that matches their written case (e.g., adverse drug reactions, novel treatment including a
new drug/ lifestyle/treatment intervention or the use of an established drug or procedure in a new
situation). During a 12-month fellowship period, you can submit as many cases as you like, access all the
published material, and re-use any published material for personal use and teaching without further
permission.

Articles submitted to BMJ Case Reports are subject to peer review. The journal operates a single
anonymised peer review whereby the names of the reviewers are hidden from the author. The article
acceptance rate is 42%, the time to the first decision with the review (median)is 52 days, and the time
from acceptance to publication (median) is 13 days. This journal is indexed by Emerging Sources Citation
Index, MEDLINE (Index Medicus), PubMed Central, Scopus, Embase (Excerpta Medica), and Google Scholar.

For any inquiries and access to the submission process, please contact Sultan Abdul Samad Library.

By: Dr. Ruziana Masiran
Department of Psychiatry 
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